GRAPHIC
RECORDING
101

BENEFITS of
Graphic Recording

Images and narration
increase transfer and
application by 89%

Visual representation from
discussions to create a
long lasting impact of content

Opportunity to use the graphics at
future events or meetings.
Post them in your office as a

Creates a memorable and
value added experience for
all who attend an event or meeting.

visual reminder on what’s
the plan to implement.
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APPROACH & METHODOLOGY
Graphic recording is a powerful visual tool used to transform complex ideas into
simple and easy to understand images. The process of using words and visuals
increases memory retention and promotes innovation and creative thinking.
Someone trained in the skill of graphic recording typically stands at the front of
the room, at a giant board drawing in real time the key concepts with supporting
details. The graphic recorder’s main purpose is to support the content from the
room, to bring their words to life, creating that extra value added benefit to all who
attend. Visual charts are created alongside and/or with participants. As well, a
graphic recorder can support any virtual meeting and session.
Language used during discussions are captured graphically, because many
people think in pictures (visual learners), which makes information easy to digest
and refer back to throughout and after an event or meeting.

WORKSHOP GOALS
& OUTCOMES
Dive into graphic recording!
Have tangible graphic recording

Learn to balance information effectively

skills to be able to implement
into your work immediately
after the workshop.

Build knowledge around this tool and how
it helps teams work effectively together

Oh ya, have some fun!

and enhance their engagement.
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EXAMPLES ON SITUATIONS WHERE YOU CAN
APPLY THESE SKILLS

Visual notes at team meetings, board meetings, AGMs, etc.
Strategic Planning or Strategy Sessions
General planning meetings - using the visual as a roadmap.
Open Space
Round tables
Organized discussions
World Café, etc.
Guest Speakers
Transition sessions where conversations may be tense and
uncomfortable (participants can see their voices being heard,
valued and validated).
Anytime where you require a group to help break down a
complex idea
Much More!

YOUR INSTRUCTOR
Ashton Rodenhiser is passionate about
lifting the creative spirit in everyone that
she meets. For the past seven years, she
has followed her passion for helping
people communicate their ideas and
combined that with creativity by founding
Mind's Eye Creative Consulting.
You’ll often find her with pen in hand as
she’s helping bring ideas to life through
graphic recording and graphic facilitation
practices.

Before the pandemic you'd often find her
travelling the world carting a giant roll of
paper. Since April 2020 she's worked 100%
online with company's and conferences
drawing over 400 graphic charts digitally
in 2020 alone.

When she’s not working with clients, she’s
being silly with her three young kids and
high school sweetheart in rural Canada.

Ashton Rodenhiser
CEO and Founder of
www.mindseyecreative.ca

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“Ashton’s non-invasive/non-demanding teaching style allows for a relaxed and highly effective
learning environment. The visual recording/facilitating skills she taught me have greatly influenced
my work, both at the library and deeply embedded itself into my coaching and consulting work in
ways that have greatly added to my ability to convey information and has increased the prestige with
which I am perceived. Thank you so much, Ashton!” - Chris W.

“To be honest, I was skeptical that Ashton would be able to instill enough confidence in me that I could
draw in public by end of day. Not only did I draw in public, but I felt comfortable doing it and actually
had a lot of fun! Ashton was warm and welcoming to all participants and really set a positive tone for
the day – encouraging us to ask questions, creating a sense of community and sharing her knowledge
and experiences. Ashton’s experience in both facilitation and art provide her with the unique ability to
read a room and capture the moments almost effortlessly. I’m finding myself drawing banners and
arrows around everything!” - Tara J.
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Find out about our next workshop and to register:

MindsEye
Creative.
ca

"Creativity Takes Courage"
HENZRI MATI SSE

ASHTONMINDSEYE

MINDSEYECREATIVECF

MINDSEYECCF

MIND'S EYE CREATIVE

